
which has transformed teaching and publishing in Britain and Amer-
ica over the course of the late twentieth century. Where formerly
empiricist principles had dictated histories of scientific authority but
precious little empathy or nuance, a questioning of accepted truths has
opened up the field of historical enquiry to projects which share
fashion’s concern with the ephemeral, with the seemingly irrational
world of style and surfaces, and with issues of consumption and
identity.

Before this broader renaissance in fashion awareness took place,
interest in the subject was not by any means dormant. But it thrived
within a much narrower context, its existence known only to the dedi-
cated few. The long-standing activities of costume societies in Britain
and America attest to an accumulated wealth of knowledge related to
the study of historical dress which has been in circulation amongst
museum curators, archivists, private collectors, and theatrical design-
ers since the late nineteenth century at least. Fundamentally interested
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in questions of construction, style, and patterns of usage, ‘costume
history’ has endured a great deal of unfair criticism in academic circles,
which usually neglects to credit the significant contribution made to
our understanding of the development of fashionable form by many
pioneering authors.5 This specialized mode of scholarship found
further scope for development through the establishment of academic
courses relating to the history of fashion which have been in existence
in British universities since the mid-1960s.

It is fair to claim, however, that an expansion of the critical and his-
torical study of fashion has so far occurred outside the centre of its
production as a creative and commercial practice. Though courses in
fashion design have been offered by the British and American educa-
tion systems for over a century, these have not tended to support the
intellectual foundations from which studies of the industry’s history
and cultural meanings have since been developed. Indeed this divorce
of theory and practice has if anything been thrown into sharper relief
by the general expansion of debates on fashion in the wider commu-
nity. It is then significant that the creative and intellectual needs of the
fashion student have largely been met by an expanding category of
publications whose appeal is visual and descriptive rather than discur-
sive. These run the gamut from coffee-table picture books, to racy
biographies, to glossy exhibition catalogues, and place the products of
the fashion system firmly in the role of desirable commodity or art
object. Authored by fashion journalists or ghost-written for fashion
designers themselves, their purpose is avowedly promotional. But tell-
ingly, such books are sometimes truer to the rapaciously commercial
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spirit of the culture in which directional fashion is produced than any
number of more abstract ‘academic’ treatises.

This marked similarity between the content of the glossy fashion
publication and the carefully constructed self-image of the fashion
industry also has its parallel in the extraordinary rise of the public fash-
ion exhibition as a primary conduit for debates about the nature of
modern fashion in the late twentieth century. Moving away from the
second-hand investigations of fashion as image or text which mark
most book-bound examinations of the medium, the exhibition allows
for considerations of form and surface which, though restricted by
the fixed environment and conservation constraints of display, offer a
vital platform from which the status and meaning of fashion have
been challenged and reconfigured. The most notable curatorial inter-
ventions have aimed to establish common ground between the regis-
ters of fashion and art, possibly reflecting an attempt by the institutions
concerned to reach valuable new constituencies of visitors, supposedly
put off by the élitist connotations of painting and sculpture more
usually associated with the publicly funded museums sector in Britain
and America.6 That such alliances have also been utilized by the
fashion industry is evidenced in the controversial curation of retro-
spective exhibitions of living designers such as the Armani show which
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A clothing store interior,
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In the retail sphere clothing
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4 Gustav Klimt
Portrait of Johanna Staude,
1918
Though painters and
photographers sometimes
manipulate dress for
compositional reasons or to
suggest mood and personality,
portraits and representational
images have formed an
important resource for the
fashion historian. Klimt’s work
was closely connected with
the world of avant-garde
dressing, conforming to the
spirit of the Wiener Werkstätte.
His wife was a fashion
designer and the fabric in this
portrait was designed by fellow
artist Martha Alber. Above all
else the spirited depiction of
clothing in this image is
informed by the philosophical
and aesthetic registers of the
time.
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received such a hostile reception from critics when it was held at the
Guggenheim Museum, New York in 2000, or the more recent ‘Radical
Fashion’, showcasing the extraordinary work of contemporary cutting-
edge designers, which was held at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London in 2001. In related cases, several designers including Issey
Miyake and Martin Margiela have presented their work as self-curated
installations, whose poetic reflections have done much to further the
cause of fashion as a meaningful philosophical and creative endeavour,
existing independently of its commercial imperatives.

This desire to divorce the subject from its crude economic context is
also revealed in exhibitions which have deliberately echoed the con-
cerns of academic investigations of fashion. The ‘Streetstyle’ show
which took place at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London in 1994
clearly utilized anthropological studies of youth subcultures to present
its content, and its staging initiated a concerted oral history project
designed to meet the research and acquisition needs of the curators. In
its realization the exhibition managed to pioneer innovative methods
of display and analysis whilst drawing in the desired new student audi-
ence. Its critical reception, however, was still mixed, and many internal
and external commentators seemed unsure that a national museum of
the decorative arts was the appropriate location for an exploration so
focused on demotic concerns.

Tensions between different approaches to the study of fashion are
thus legion in all their variations, and the medium of dress seems to
bring out the prejudices of academics, journalists, curators, and
designers in a particularly concentrated form. For the potential student
of the subject such a state of affairs must be confusing and alienating.
In acknowledgement of this impasse it is not the intention of this book
to adopt a discriminatory tone with any of its sources (there are in any
case, other texts which provide useful accounts of the historiography of
dress studies and the methods of its various practitioners).7 Whilst
stopping short of an account which seeks to erase differences, I value
instead an informed synthesis of approaches which disregards per-
ceived hierarchies to seek a coherent and comprehensive overview.
Paramount to the effectiveness of this pooling of resources is a shared
recognition of the power of the modern fashion medium to inform cul-
tural formations, social movements, and the material and aesthetic
environment of life in the developed world. Perhaps one of the weak-
nesses of the newly emerging discipline of fashion studies is a tendency
to address fashion in a singular manner, as cultural sign, as designed
consumable, or as evidence of broader historical and social processes.
These facets are rarely considered simultaneously which is a shame,
because harnessing the benefits of seemingly divergent works promises
fresh insights and productive arguments.

The primary challenge of this book, then, will be to present modern
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fashion as the outcome of a precarious marriage between the processes
of creative authorship, technological production, and cultural dis-
semination, and to reconcile the notions of fashion as idea, object, and
image. One of the most promising ways of doing this will be to reinsert
the nature and process of design into a discussion which has perhaps
come to downplay the practices of the designer in favour of a
concentration on issues of consumption, with potentially unbalancing
effects. A refocusing on named designers is not necessarily a retrograde
step. It offers a means of unpacking those questions of intention and
style, craft and materiality, that sit at the heart of any definition of
fashion. It is also very necessary, in the face of a new fashion literature
which tends to be thematic and anti-linear in its organization, to revisit
the unfashionable concept of a ‘canon’. Students of fashion still require
a working knowledge of key personalities and protagonists, together
with an understanding of the values and judgements through which
their work has been promoted over that of others. Such considerations
should not of course be taken in isolation, and a focus on the individual
needs to be placed within a definition of the history of fashion as
a history of industrial manufacture and distribution, allied to the
growth of a metropolitan sensibility, the energies of a consumer
culture, and the expanded sphere of visual reproduction. Furthermore,
it should be recognized that these are developments embedded in
the stuff of clothing itself, and it is in the product of the fashion
designer and its wider representation that the most pressing evidence
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of cultural and social change—those lubricants of modernity—is
suspended.

The following chapters take as their starting point the emergence of
fashion in the late eighteenth century as a self-consciously élite but
newly commercialized medium reproduced through the nascent cou-
ture houses of Paris, sparking a triumphant progress that would see
fashion celebrated as one of the defining features of metropolitan life in
modern Europe and America. This is not to discount the existence of
comparable circumstances in earlier periods or other non-western
cultures. Nor is it to underplay the importance of other functional,
psychological, or ceremonial influences on dress. It is simply a con-
sequence of the fact that the parameters of the book are defined in
relation to the ways in which the modern fashion industry in the west
has defined itself over time. That is to say that for our purposes modern
fashionable clothing is a manufactured commodity that has been
designed according to predominantly western social, economic, and
aesthetic values, and which in its formal and conceptual qualities has
aided the shaping of a sense of the present for its various consumers.
From charting its beginnings in eighteenth-century Paris, the book
ends with an assessment of the pluralistic nature of the mass-market
fashion system at the start of the twenty-first century. It acknowledges
its continuing global importance for world economies and for pan-
cultural definitions of status, race, and sexuality. Within this chrono-
logical tracing, individual sections and chapters aim to communicate
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the internal logic of the fashion system which hinges on considerations
of its production, its promotion, and its practice. Fashion is presented
here as a process which moves through several modes of action and
experience, passing from the designer, through the manufacturer, the
advertiser, and the retailer and on to the consumer, and sometimes
linking back from consumer to designer, or even running in reverse. It
is this cyclical momentum that drives the order of the book, echoing
the patterns of a medium which is in constant and seemingly chaotic
flux.

Finally, it should be stated clearly that what follows is not by any
means the last word on fashion and its copious meanings. Like all such
books, its coverage can only be partial, and this is also entirely contin-
gent on the circumstances of its production. It is reliant for its content
and perspectives on the work of countless other scholars, though I am
entirely responsible for the ways in which their arguments have been
framed and reinterpreted here. Furthermore, the field of study is still
relatively young and much work remains to be done—this book simply
maps the terrain for those who are starting out on that task. By way of
encouragement I should stress that in writing such a guide I have
become more aware than ever of fashion’s extraordinary capacity as a
vehicle for social action and for the promotion of a profound beauty. I
sincerely hope that these positive characteristics survive any subse-
quent reading and inspire further thoughts.
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How are fashions made and by whom? In a sense this question has
always been a fundamental one for the historian of dress, though
attempts to answer it have often been partial. The standard literature
tells us that a succession of great makers have made the most signif-
icant contributions to the progression of fashionable style, but it does
not really offer many explanations as to how or why this might be the
case. In moving beyond such uncritical accounts it has become
necessary for the historian to consider a whole range of influences and
contexts which encompass not just the artistic and emotional motiva-
tions of fashion auteurs, but also the effects of manufacturing and
its technologies; distribution, retailing, marketing, and consumer
demand; and the impact of cultural and societal changes on the cycle
of innovation and obsolescence which characterizes the creation of
modes and trends in clothing.

Only when all of the above stages have been taken into account is it
possible to arrive at a comprehensive understanding of the fashion
system. Even then the emergence of a new fashionable style is revealed
as a phenomenon which slips tantalizingly between categories and
moments in a never-ceasing play between the processes of production
and consumption. It is not surprising, then, given these difficulties,
that the role of the fashion designer has been so consistently high-
lighted in fashion’s own mythology. In the mystique that has grown up
around the designer’s working practices and professional identity com-
mentators have found a convenient way of avoiding the much more
complex and sometimes unsettling network of economic, aesthetic,
and moral factors which constitute the idea or problem of fashionable
modernity.

Yet the opposing tendency to underplay the input of individual
creatives has perhaps wilfully ignored the powerful legends which have
contributed to the enduring impact of fashion as ‘the’ modern cultural
form par excellence. The precious and autocratic designer, dictating
global skirt-lengths at a whim, may be an overblown caricature most at
home in the spectacular context of the Hollywood film or the glossy
magazine; but the symbolic importance of such stereotypes in defining
fashion as product and process over the past two centuries has without
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doubt been substantial. For the browsing reader of the newspaper fash-
ion column, or the purchaser of a new fashion item on the high street,
the named fashion designer is fashion. It is in recognition of this more
popular understanding that I aim to address here the particular ways in
which the actions and characterization of such individuals have played
a part in the progressive development of fashionable form over the
course of the modern period. For to write the designer out of fashion
history completely would be on a par with attempting to construct a
history of art without considering the contribution of painters—an
interesting project, but one with an undeniable absence at its heart.

The conditions for the rise of the celebrity designer were the same
as those which paved the way for the emergence of a modern consumer
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society in the west. Factors including the expansion of urban civiliza-
tions, a growing dependence on mechanization, and the reorgani-
zation of labour in industrial manufacturing provided a context within
which innovation and productivity could thrive. Improvements in
transport and communication systems, an increased level of visual and
textual literacy, and a concurrent democratization of supply further
ensured that by the mid-nineteenth century consumers across a range
of social classes in all of the major European and American cities
(together with those in more provincial settings) had access to a high
turnover of fashionable products whose proliferation was undreamed
of by their ancestors. This was a process that had been gathering speed
since the fifteenth century at least, but it was in the specific locations of
London and especially Paris from the 1840s onwards that a revolution
in fashion production of unprecedented scope really took hold.

The fashion designer was a product of this development rather than
its initiator. The designer’s practical skills in communicating novel
ideas eased the smooth relationship between the production and con-
sumption of goods necessary in a capitalist system of provision, and
ensured that new products carried the requisite cachet to stand out in
an overcrowded marketplace. This was the case across all facets of
material culture and explains the emergence of the commercial design-
er in a wide range of trades from silversmithing to textile weaving at
about the same historical moment. Where the genius of men like
Charles Worth and Paul Poiret or women like Coco Chanel and
Madeleine Vionnet lay was in their ability to read the implications of
cultural and stylistic change and incorporate it into a characteristic and
very well-promoted personal vision. It is really only in the field of
architecture that the names and personalities of individuals have
carried a similar resonance for the consumer. Graphic and product
designers may feature as personalities in trade literature and in the
many inward-looking histories of their professions, but as figures in
the popular imagination they are shadows of their fashion counter-
parts. Before accounting for the success of the latter in so influencing
our understanding of the development of modern clothing it will be
useful to sketch briefly the context which preceded and aided their rise.

The roots of modern fashion
Paris in the mid-nineteenth century had been the pre-eminent fashion
city for at least 100 years, though this status was not easily won. The
Italian city-states of the Renaissance witnessed the first stirrings of sar-
torial competition which initiated a consequent speeding-up of style
change. The potential of modern dress as a signifier of local status then
rapidly spread through Europe, implicating the ruling houses of first
Burgundy and then Spain as important centres for the promotion of
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fashionable magnificence and innovation in the fifteenth, sixteenth,
and seventeenth centuries. The dominance of Burgundian and Span-
ish sartorial styles reflected those periods during which their respective
courts enjoyed an unparalleled level of political and military influence.
Paris, though a significant centre for the production of luxury goods,
held no early monopoly on the dictating of trends—its association with
any particular ruling dynasty was too tenuous. It enjoyed only a fleeting
moment of international renown during the reign of François I, whose
elegant regime dominated northern European taste in the middle of
the sixteenth century.

In the late seventeenth century however, the French court of the
Sun King Louis XIV played host to the most concerted effort yet to
harness the power of fashion propaganda for dynastic and nationalistic
ends. As Louis’s most powerful minister and architect of his rise to
power, Jean-Baptiste Colbert commented, ‘fashion is to France what
the gold mines of Peru are to Spain’. State sponsorship of the textile
and decorative arts industries, and the consolidation of the court at
Versailles as a carefully managed symbol of absolutism, utilized the
idea of French fashion as a means of control and self-promotion.
Ambitious courtiers and subjects were kept in check by a complex
system of sartorial rules, and foreign competitors were awed into sub-
mission by the centralization and spectacular staging of ostentatious
examples of fashionable activity.

The labour which lay behind this emphasis on the creation of
fashion was centred on nearby Paris, and unsurprisingly the multitude
of weavers, embroiderers, tailors, dressmakers, and milliners employed
in the service of the court swiftly established themselves as an alterna-
tive source of fashionable knowledge and materials to the more heavily
policed locus of style situated at Versailles. The demi-monde of wealthy
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courtesans and actresses at home in the city could call on the same
skills and expertise in the fashion industries as the courtier. In this
manner they benefited indirectly from the royal patronage which had
energized Parisian clothing manufacture, whilst their own dressing
practices subtly subverted the stranglehold of court etiquette. By the
beginning of the eighteenth century Parisians found that their tastes
and preferences, freed from the restrictions of court practice, were
attracting the attention of a younger generation of the nobility. After
1715 Louis XV’s court chose to embrace the chic urbanity of city modes
over the fossilized ceremonial of official life and it was in this context
that the Parisian purveyor of fashionable wares and know-how gained
a new currency.

This development can be read through changes in fashionable form
itself. Seventeenth-century court dress or grand habit was character-
ized by its formal construction, rigid internal composition and hier-
archical orders of decoration. Though its supremacy as a fashionable
garment was challenged in the new century by the Parisian’s robe
volante or informal sack dress, and its successor the robe à la française (a
more fitted version of the volante, worn over panniers or skirt-supports
and opened at the front to reveal a decorated petticoat and stomacher),
the importance of surface ornamentation survived. The details of em-
broidery, lace, ribbons, and ruffles were more likely to signify shifting
taste and style than the cut of a dress which changed more slowly. In
this scenario the marchandes de modes who supplied trimmings had
greater influence over the direction of fashion than the maitresses
couturières whose responsibility lay in the cutting-out and construction
of the basic garment.

The couturière’s role had in any case been annexed in 1675 under
trade guild policies which dictated that her role should be restricted to
the production of various elements of the female wardrobe only, pro-
tecting the trade of the (male) tailor whose practice had traditionally
extended over both men’s and women’s clothing. The marchandes de
modes fell under the jurisdiction of another guild and subsequently
found it easy to muscle in on the couturière’s already compromised
status, promoting their expertise on a par with that claimed by tailors
in the sphere of masculine dress. The most famous marchande de modes,
Rose Bertin, thus took control of Ancien Régime fashion direction from
her business in the rue Saint-Honoré and used her premier client
Marie-Antoinette as a valuable promotional tool. Bertin’s reputation
as a domineering icon of fashionability arguably formed the prototype
from which later popular constructions of the fashion designer devel-
oped, though like several self-styled designers in succeeding decades
her expertise lay in a masterful juxtaposing of existing elements and an
ability to flatter and anticipate the tastes of her élite clients rather than
in the initiation of completely new lines.
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The first fashion designers
Such is the stuff from which fashion legends are made. How much
weight one places on the individual role of characters like Bertin in ini-
tiating a modern fashion system is debatable. The argument relates to a
much broader discussion concerning the contradictory nature of con-
sumer culture itself and the relationship between supply and demand.
It could be argued that the desire for innovation and differentiation
which the marchande de mode capitalized on arose from intellectual and
social currents amongst the professional citizens of Paris, whose articu-
lation of progressive taste marked them out as the rising political body,
in opposition to traditional aristocratic prerogative. Alternatively,
Bertin and her like might be seen as reactionary yet entrepreneurial
figures, trading on social snobbery and a reputation for the refinement
of their judgement amongst the élite, whilst ruthlessly stamping their
signatures over the new products and increased style changes which
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improved manufacturing and marketing practices had encouraged.
Whatever the reasons for their success however, and it is likely that
individual marchandes were as varied in their sympathies as the broad
social spectrum of their patrons, there is no question that by the start of
the nineteenth century the control of fashionable taste in clothing had
been wrested from the court (aided in no small part by the upheaval of
political revolution) and was now identified with the practices and
products of a select group of innovators secure in their hegemony in the
commercial sphere of Paris.

The Revolution failed to eradicate the deeply hierarchical and anti-
quated organization of the Paris clothing trades, and the reputation of
its most elevated practitioners ensured that the city’s fame as a centre
for the luxurious and the chic endured. Dressmakers and tailors to the
new nobilities of the Directory and the Empire prospered from the
careful manipulation of their reputations as highly sought-after pur-
veyors of typically Parisian elegance and distinction to an international
clientele marked out by their money, or their royal blood. Louis Hyp-
polite Leroy—renowned for his skill at structuring the subtle and
deceptively simple ‘Empire’ line of dress—enjoyed the patronage of
Josephine de Beauharnais, Queen Hortense, the Duchess of Welling-
ton, and the Queens of Spain and Sweden, and at the reinstatement of
the Bourbons as crowned heads of France, he designed the robes for the
coronation of Charles X. The confections of Mesdames Palmyre, Vic-
torine, and Vignon were similarly prized by the ruling classes of the
July Monarchy (1830‒48), and their continued importance in fashion-
ing the flounced and exquisitely trimmed wardrobes of iconic women
like the Empress Eugénie during the middle years of the century
forged a link back to the enduring influence of Rose Bertin.

Bertin’s world had been located amongst the discreet sartorial estab-
lishments of the rue Saint-Honoré. By the mid-nineteenth century
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this rarefied domain of small gilded showrooms and prestigious work-
shops had expanded and diversified to incorporate the rue de Richelieu
and latterly the rue de la Paix. The neighbouring Palais Royal bene-
fited from the reflected glow of these grand locations for the acquisi-
tion of ‘made-to-measure’ magnificence, but housed a less refined,
though no less opulent collection of ready-made fashion goods for
visiting tourists and provincials eager for the latest ‘look’. In contrast
the rue Saint-Denis was associated with the respectable purchases of
the lower-middle classes and its pavements were equally thronged.
Despite their different atmospheres, what all these areas held in
common was the blind belief of their inhabitants in the global suprem-
acy of Parisian fashion, and a scattering of tenants whose trading-
names had become synonymous with that very same phenomenon.
This was the local business context that fostered the emergence of
grande couture in the 1850s and 1860s and in these streets, so some
fashion historians have argued, modern fashion was born.1

Charles Frederick Worth
If the epoch-making reputation accorded to Charles Frederick Worth
carries any weight then the inspiration for grande couture lay not in the
rue Saint-Honoré or the Palais Royal, but in the remodelled shopping
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streets of early nineteenth-century London. Though frequently cred-
ited as the grandfather of French couture, Worth’s eye for the self-
promotional possibilities inherent in the clothing trade was trained in
Britain. Born in 1825 to a family of Lincolnshire solicitors, Worth was
apprenticed to work at the London draper’s Swan & Edgar of Picca-
dilly Circus in 1838. A domestic crisis had necessitated that the young
man relinquish the prospect of a legal career in the provinces for the
much more hectic world of metropolitan retail.

Swan & Edgar was one of many drapery shops to enjoy a period of
growth in the mid-nineteenth century. Its business lay in the provision
of lengths of fabric and trimmings to customers who would then take
such materials for making up into a gown at a dressmaker’s. Like their
competitors, the directors of Swan & Edgar capitalized on the emerg-
ing importance of shopping as a social pursuit for middle-class and
aristocratic women. The store also fed the contemporary craze for
shawls and mantles, which did not require the complex construction
skills of a dressmaker. This provided the capital and the custom which
enabled further expansion. In the process traditional drapers’ shops
were transformed into exotic bazaars of leviathan proportions where
the range of goods for sale, and the impact of store displays and promo-
tions, offered the consumer an entirely novel shopping experience.
Previously customers had negotiated their fashionable look in consul-
tation with a small trader and his narrower stock, balancing the ideals
portrayed in fashion magazine plates with a more constrained reality.
Now the scale of operations meant that large city-centre stores played a
crucial role in introducing new styles and trends on a much wider and
more spectacular scale.

Worth was involved in this retailing revolution from the beginning,
gaining a valuable knowledge of a broad range of textiles and experi-
encing new selling techniques which essentially styled customers
according to the dreams currently being promoted by the store’s buyers,
set-dressers and advertisers. Beyond the sphere of commerce he was
also able to benefit from the cultural repositioning of London as a
world city during the 1830s and 1840s. As a focus for international trade
and tourism the capital was unchallenged, and its galleries, exhibitions,
theatres, and bookshops offered Worth a wealth of inspirational mat-
erial.2 His later expertise was identified as an ability to choose and
manipulate fabrics to suit the character and complexion of the client,
with an almost operatic control of historical sources which injected
drama into new styles. These skills were clearly honed in the environ-
ment of London’s retail and entertainment sectors.

Following the completion of his apprenticeship Worth took up a
selling position at Lewis and Allenby, silk mercers to Queen Victoria,
in Regent Street, before gambling on throwing everything in for the
possibilities that beckoned from across the English Channel. In 1845,
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inspired perhaps by his reading of romantic heroes and dandyish pur-
suits in the fashionable novels of Bulwer-Lytton, and by the
tantalizingly profitable connections with continental silk producers on
which his employer’s success depended, Worth made the one-way
passage from London to Paris. After a difficult few months learning
French whilst working as an assistant in a dry goods store, Worth
secured a post at Gagelin-Opigez, a premier drapery store in the rue de
Richelieu. Gagelin were widely recognized for the qualities of their
ready-made shawls and mantles whose fine cut, trimmings, and pat-
terns were shown to customers ‘as worn’ by the female shop assistants.
One of these women, Marie Vernet, who was later to marry Worth,
worked closely with the new employee to redesign the very plain white
muslin dress which served as the uniform against which the shop’s
products could be most effectively displayed. The strikingly simple,
well-tailored quality of these dresses rapidly drew the attention of
clients and led to the establishment of a dressmaking department of
which Worth was made chief cutter.

Following the award of several gold medals at the international de-
sign exhibitions which dominated American and European culture in
the latter half of the century, Worth’s reputation spread. At Gagelin he
capitalized on the firm’s relationship with French fabric manufacturers
to present regular collections of new designs in a rich variety of textiles
and colours. These were marketed not just to local customers, but to
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12 Franz Xavier Winterhalter
The Empress Eugénie
Surrounded by Her Ladies-in-
Waiting, 1855
The patronage of women in the
Second Empire court eased
Worth’s passage from a post at
the drapery store Gagelin to
the establishment of his own
business. The sociability and
romantic leanings of Empress
Eugénie’s circle were well-
suited to Worth’s talents.



foreign buyers who could be assured of high and consistent standards.
By 1858 he was confident enough to establish his own dressmaking
business in the rue de la Paix, in partnership with the Swede Otto
Bobergh. The patronage of the Princess Metternich, wife of the Aus-
trian ambassador to Paris, ensured an entrée into the lucrative world of
the court of Napoleon III and the Empress Eugénie, with its round of
state balls, government receptions, military parades, and gala perfor-
mances. Once the Empress had realized the political benefits of
promoting the Lyonnaise textile trades through her choice of attire, she
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13 Franz Xavier Winterhalter
Empress Elizabeth of Austria,
1865
By the eve of the Franco-
Prussian War, Worth’s name
had secured an international
reputation. In her spangled
tulle crinoline the Empress of
Austria displays the
quintessential Worth line. A
vaguely eighteenth-century
historicism, novelty of effect
and technical daring were all
qualities associated with the
house of Worth.



turned consistently to Worth, who by 1864 was responsible for supply-
ing all of her state and evening wear.

With the seal of royal approval firmly set, Worth was able to raise
his prices and refine his public image. Whilst his commercial success
was very firmly rooted in good retail practice and an acknowledgement
of the importance of dependable supply chains, sound marketing, and
impeccable social contacts, Worth was concerned to ensure that his
products were not reduced to the level of mere commodities. Part of
their value lay in the fact that their design was associated with the
aesthetic ideas and taste of one man alone, and with this in mind
Worth spent much effort during his remaining years in promoting his
own identity as an arbiter of style. Published portraits of the mature
master depicted him in the velvet bonnet, fur-lined cape and loose
cravat of the artist. His huge country villa overlooking the Seine at
Suresnes became the focus for ostentatious displays of interior design
and hospitality. And in the conduct of his professional affairs, Worth
dictated the direction of fashionable taste from his salon in the rue de la
Paix. Regardless of their status, all personal clients had to keep to an
appointment system and travel to, rather than receive, the couturier.
Once in his presence the customer submitted to Worth’s vision and
selected her garment from his current range. The item itself would
then be made up to her precise measurements. With Bobergh concen-
trating on the financial management of the business, Worth was left
free to work on the veneer of exclusivity and creativity which lent his
name its resonance and ensured that his dresses received maximum
coverage in the élite women’s magazines whose circulation was central
to his success.

The salon closed temporarily on the collapse of the Second Empire
in 1870. But from its reopening in 1871 to Worth’s death in 1895, the
company enjoyed a turnover and international influence that was
unprecedented in the history of clothing manufacture. Employing a
staff of 1,200 in 1871, which included draughtsmen, cutters, seam-
stresses, hand- and machine-embroiderers, clerks, vendeuses, models,
and salesmen, Worth’s practice incorporated a range of activities from
the bespoke fitting of an individual client to the syndication of a model
for reproduction by dressmakers across the globe (beyond the nobility
and haute bourgeoisie of Europe, the new wealthy of North America
were an important market for Worth). It was only in the former case
that Worth would attend personally to the completed look of the
garment. For the rest, his signature lay in the characteristic play of tex-
tures and patterns, and attention to cut and finely tailored finish that
singled out a Worth creation.

The sketchbooks which recorded his design ideas across the thirty-
five years of his mature career show in abbreviated form Worth’s
preference for fabrics that emphasized sculptural effects and surfaces
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14 Adolphe Charles Sandoz
Stylish outdoor costumes,
designed at the Maison
Worth, Paris, 1895
Sandoz’s fashion plate for The
Queen, The Lady’s
Newspaper, depicts the
mature style of Worth in the
year of his death. The flared
skirts and gigot sleeves
correspond with the more
practical fashions of the turn of
the century, demonstrating
Worth’s commitment to
progressive design. Their
appearance in a British
woman’s magazine also
illustrates the company’s
astute marketing strategy.
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over peripheral decoration or deeper textures: tulles, satins, silks, and
brocades rather than moires and velvets. The sketchbooks draw atten-
tion to the refining of the body’s proportions and a process of skilful
pattern-cutting, repositioning dress design as a form of engineering,
rather than a mere synthesis of existing elements. The house depended
on a stock of interchangeable standard patterns as a way of renewing its
designs on a cyclical basis, but new effects were always deliberately
astonishing. From decade to decade Worth clearly championed a pro-
gressive attitude to fashionable changes, experimenting with the flat
fronted crinoline and gored skirts in the mid-1860s, the mermaid-like
‘princess line’ devoid of waist-seam in the 1870s and the revival of gigot
sleeves in the 1890s. Whether or not his promotion of them constituted
a form of invention, as some of the magazines liked to claim, is not
entirely relevant. What was significant was that their being bracketed
with his name ensured that Worth’s fame as an author of novel styles
overshadowed his probable direct involvement in their genesis.3 For
the modern fashion designer, the maintenance of a reputation and skill
in business was as important as any evidence of design flair, and whilst
Worth’s massive output undoubtedly benefited from his distinctive
artistic vision, his ability to promote himself and encourage the con-
sumer to believe in the singularity of an essentially industrial, serial
product whilst remaining unaware of the business infrastructure which
supported it, set a distinctive template for the myth of modern fashion.

Paul Poiret
After his death in 1895, Worth’s sons Jean-Philippe and Gaston con-
tinued the business in a similar vein. Jean-Philippe adopted the same
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Worth display at the
Exposition Universelle, Paris,
1900
Besides circulating fashion
plates and patterns in
magazines, the Maison Worth
also engaged with the new
promotional culture of
international exhibitions. In
this set-piece depicting
preparations for a court
presentation, wax mannequins
are shown in a variety of outfits
ranging from court dresses
with spectacular trains to
fashionable afternoon dresses.
The ensemble anticipates the
growing trend towards realism
in department-store window
displays.



socially conservative attitude as his father in courting the patronage of
select clients, associating fashionability with aristocratic taste and élite
lifestyles. Gaston, however, whose responsibility as business manager
was commercial rather than creative, saw the need to reach out to a
broader audience and in 1901 engaged a young designer with the
express remit to supply a range of outfits suited to the practicalities of
modern living and tighter budgets. As Paul Poiret, the new employee,
remembered, Gaston had noticed that ‘sometimes Princesses take the
omnibus, and go on foot in the street’. The imperious Jean-Philippe
refused to make the simple garments that such activities called out for,
but recognized their importance. The house of Worth, so the brothers
claimed, was ‘like a great restaurant, which would refuse to serve aught
but truffles. It is therefore necessary for us to create a department for
fried potatoes.’4 The older Poiret revelled in his provocative earlier role
as ‘potato fryer’ at Worth, and though the association only lasted two
years, ending abruptly due to the inevitable clash of temperaments, its
colourful legends helped to establish Poiret’s reputation as the harbin-
ger of modernity in Parisian fashion design. His career was the logical,
though rather brash result of Charles Worth’s more measured in-
sistence on the centrality of marketing and public image to the
production of fashion.

Like Worth, Poiret’s origins lay in the drapery trade, though the
latter’s attitude to the business possibilities of retailing was less posi-
tive. Apprenticed by his father to a Parisian umbrella manufacturer
in 1896, Poiret only enjoyed his duties there as a delivery boy. These
brought him into contact with major department stores such as Le
Bon Marché and the Grands Magasins du Louvre, with their extrava-
gant displays of contemporary fashions and textiles. The lavish
exoticism must have appealed to the boy’s imagination. In his spare
time he indulged his professional and creative frustrations by produc-
ing sketchbooks of dress designs which he supplied on a freelance basis
to couturiers including Mesdames Cheruit, Rouff, and Paquin, and
Messieurs Doucet and Worth. At Doucet his persistence paid off with
the offer of a permanent position as an assistant in the tailoring work-
rooms.

Jacques Doucet’s patrons were drawn from the world of the Parisian
demi-monde, famous actresses and hostesses attracted perhaps to the
firm’s origins as a supplier of luxury lingerie on the rue de la Paix. The
style of his garments was seductive, making great use of lace and fluid,
semi-transparent textiles that flattered under the limelight of the
theatre. Doucet constructed for himself an elegant persona, described
by Poiret as ‘exceedingly soigné and looking as if he had just come out
of a bandbox’. If Worth commandeered the identity of a dictatorial
artist, Doucet, with his toy dog and renowned collection of eighteenth-
century furniture and paintings, posed as the exquisite connoisseur.
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Poiret modelled his own emerging character on that of his first serious
employer, spending much time being seen in his new English suit at
significant sites of Parisian entertainment. In this sense the young
designer embraced the world of the boulevardier, drawing clear con-
nections between the mass-consumed pleasures of the city and a more
vibrant conception of what constituted fashionable dress.5

At work Doucet encouraged Poiret’s talent for draping and decorat-
ing textiles in dramatic style by assigning him to the actresses Réjane
and Sarah Bernhardt. It was Poiret’s too intimate relationship with
another theatrical client, an operetta star from New York, which
brought an end to this stage in his career. Rather than the affair itself,
whose minor scandal was good for a business in which gossip oiled
commercial transactions, it was Poiret’s flouting of a convention
whereby all of his designs belonged to Doucet that precipitated the ter-
mination of his contract. He had taken the liberty of designing his
lover’s wardrobe in secret and allowing her to have it made up by
another dressmaker. Such issues of copyright regularly undermined
Poiret’s professional advancement. But the increasing importance
placed on assigning artistic authorship to a collection of clothing
revealed how central the idea of the designer had become to the devel-
opment of the fashion industry.

Following military service and the period working for Worth,
Poiret opened his own couture house on the rue Auber in 1903, which
soon gained a reputation for its striking window displays. His marriage
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16 Man Ray
Jacques Doucet, c.1925
The couturier Doucet, famed
for his sensuous fin-de-siècle
designs, developed Worth’s
cult of the personality to a
greater level of sophistication.
In his perfect tailoring,
accompanied by a lap dog, he
has eschewed all pretensions
to craft. Here the fashion
designer embodies that sense
of distanced control that has
characterized the upper levels
of the trade in the modern
period.



to Denise Boulet, the daughter of a provincial textile manufacturer, in
1905 provided him with a suitable muse and it was largely in response to
her youthful figure and adventurous temperament, together with the
need to publicize his work, that Poiret produced a reinterpretation of
the tubular Directoire line. His ‘Josephine’ model of 1907 featured a
simple high-waisted evening dress of ivory satin, covered with a black
gauze tunic bordered by a neo-classical pattern of gold braid and fas-
tened with a pink fabric rose at the breast. It illustrates the departure
Poiret was making from the established standard of beauty which had
emphasized matronly curves achieved through lacing and padding.
The new look appeared to offer more freedom of movement than that
previously favoured. It was also a great deal less expensive. In reality
though, its simplicity was a little deceptive. The slim straight line still
required a support garment and a servant was needed to fasten the
dress at the back. Poiret was also mischievous in his claim to have
released women from the tyranny of the corset single-handedly.
Madeleine Vionnet and the Callot sœurs, Mariano Fortuny in Venice
and the Viennese Fluge sisters, were simultaneously presenting collec-
tions of simpler dresses based on the popular tea-gown, and English
dress reformers had been advocating the Empire style, minus corset,
for at least three decades.

Poiret did however make an unprecedented contribution to the
modernization of the industry through his novel attitude towards the
process and promotion of design. The inspiration for his clothing was
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17 Paul Poiret
Lampshade dress, c.1912
Deriving from the costumes
worn at Poiret’s celebrated
‘Thousand and Second Night’
party of 1911, this Persian-
inspired evening gown
incorporates the loose tunic,
fabric roses, wired over-skirt
with fur trim and diaphanous
drape associated with the
designer’s self-proclaimed
revolutionary vision for
women’s dress.



far more radical and provocative than the picturesque historicism
favoured by the generation of Worth. Poiret drew attention to the orig-
inality of his sources, whose exoticism or violent pattern and colour
challenged contemporary aesthetic and sexual preconceptions. He was
adept at reconfiguring visual elements from the Far and Middle East,
India, central and eastern Europe, avant-garde contemporary paint-
ing, theatre, and the history of western dress. The designer worked in
the manner of an illustrator or set-dresser—manipulating surfaces to
suggest mood.6 This process of stylization was extended by Poiret to
incorporate new methods for the circulation and marketing of his
designs. In 1908 he commissioned the graphic artist Paul Iribe to make
the images for a bound album of designs, Les Robes de Paul Poiret,
which was circulated in the manner of a catalogue to potential clients.
This success was repeated in 1911 with a similar publication illustrated
by Georges Lepape. Both illustrators presented Poiret’s work in a flat-
tened and highly decorative modern idiom that conveyed the escapist
spirit of the clothing in a manner that was far more convincing than the
traditional fashion plate with its fetishization of detail, or even the
atmospheric but essentially realist photography of Edward Steichen,
with whom Poiret also collaborated.

The recognition that the work of the couturier was in part to sell a
fantasy also lay behind Poiret’s offering up of his own extravagant
tastes and lifestyle for public consumption. In 1911 he renovated an
eighteenth-century mansion on the avenue d’Antin as the romantic
setting for fabulous fancy-dress events which showcased his creations.
These included the spectacular ‘Thousand and Second Night’ party
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18 Georges Lepape
Les Choses de Paul Poiret,
1911
The simplified lines and flat
colour of Lepape’s illustrations
matched the avant-garde
aesthetic of Poiret’s work with
an equally innovative graphic
style. In combining modernist
principles of representation
with a romanticising neo-
Napoleonic content, limited-
edition books such as these
succeeded in imbuing Poiret’s
product with an atmospheric
and aspirational modishness.



whose provocative orientalism shared in the glamour of the Ballets
Russes, who were performing Scheherazade in Paris at that time, and
suggested common links with those progressive attitudes towards the
expression of sexual desire pioneered in contemporary experiments
with psychoanalysis.7 In the same year Poiret diversified his activities
beyond the design of clothing, echoing the situation in avant-garde
Vienna where the progression of design and culture was perceived as an
organic and interdisciplinary system, rather than a rigid hierarchy.8 He
promoted education in interior design at the Atelier Martine, the pro-
duction and merchandizing of perfume and make-up at the House of
Rosine, paper goods at the Colin workshop, fabric printing with the
painter Raoul Dufy at the Petite Usine, and contemporary painting at a
gallery in the Faubourg Saint-Honoré.

During 1912 and 1913 Poiret capitalized on his growing influence by
touring first Europe and then the United States with a travelling
fashion show, a lecture and a promotional film. In New York he found
that his fame had preceded him, manifesting itself in a rash of
unlicensed department-store copies of his dresses. On his return to
Paris, the designer attempted to raise awareness of the problem and
combat piracy with the foundation of Le Syndicat de Défense de la
Grande Couture Française, though there was some irony in the fact
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Paul Poiret and his models,
c.1920
Like many designers of his
generation, Poiret placed great
importance on the
presentation of his clothing
through fashion shows,
international tours and
commercial tie-ins. In some
respects his business
resembled the mythical harem
which had so inspired the
development of his style.



that it was Poiret’s embracing of modern communications and market-
ing panache which rendered his personal vision vulnerable to the boot-
leggers. This was his moment of supremacy as far as press-coverage
and sales were concerned. After the First World War, though Poiret
continued to produce flamboyant collections using the folk motifs and
rich decoration which had always attracted him, the collapse of the
élite society which had sponsored his rise, a shift in popular taste, and
his own irresponsible attitude towards business matters ensured
eventual bankruptcy.

By the time of his death in 1944 Poiret had degenerated into a cari-
cature of himself. Yet his legacy was a significant one. More at home in
the role of creative agent and theatrical impresario, Poiret’s practical
skill as a dressmaker was not extraordinary. Most of his clothes
followed a fairly basic construction heavily influenced by non-western
dress forms, especially in the set of the sleeves. It was his ability to
weave a legend around simple foundations and draw associations with
the radical directions taken in other spheres of culture that marked out
his work. Through careful collaboration across media, a playing with
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20 Paul Poiret
Folk-inspired dress, 1922
After the First World War,
Poiret lost his position at the
cutting edge of Parisian
culture. However, he
continued to find interest in
experimentation with looser
shapes, dramatic mood and
applied decoration, seeking
novelty and prototypes in the
cut and embroideries of
eastern European peasant
dress.



surfaces to suggest splendour, and a perceptive understanding of the
idea of desire as propounded by contemporary pioneers of psycho-
analysis, Poiret anticipated Hollywood and offered a showman’s defi-
nition of fashion as dream. This interpretation of couture is one that
still persists in the industry in the twenty-first century, albeit in a more
commercially viable version.9

Coco Chanel
In 1954, on the occasion of the reopening of her fashion house at 31 rue
Cambon, the photographer Robert Doisneau produced an image of
perhaps the most iconic couturière of the twentieth century. In it the
71-year-old Coco Chanel stands replicated nine times in the mirrored
panels that flank the spiral staircase running through the salon where
her haute couture collections had been presented since 1928. This is a
representation of creative control that constitutes a kind of apotheosis
for the profession of couture. It illustrates how far the concept of the
role had been developed since Worth’s earlier attempts to stamp his
authority on the production of fashionable style.

Chanel looks pensively down from a lofty position, the very public
drama of her career etched into a mask-like face. On her body and
through its contrivedly relaxed posture she wears the hallmarks of
her personal vision: the simple jersey skirt skimming below the knee,
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21 Robert Doisneau
Coco Chanel, 1954
Doisneau’s famous
photograph shows the 71-
year-old designer descending
the mirrored staircase in her
newly re-opened fashion
house on the rue Cambon.
With her mask-like face and
rigorously ordered dress
Chanel has become a cipher
for creative control, promoting
herself as woman and brand.



stark white blouse and boyish black jacket, matched with a boater-like
bonnet and sling-back high heels. This sophisticated display of under-
stated casualness, which is anything but casual in its preparation, is
offset by costume jewellery of contrasting opulence. But beyond cap-
turing the carefully engineered oppositions of her wardrobe, Doisneau
has adroitly drawn attention to the fractured nature of Chanel’s own
persona and the multi-faceted surfaces now demanded of the cou-
turier. For while she embodied the notion of authorial power and
self-containment, the photograph suggests the existence of several
competing versions of the same woman. Chanel is designer, business-
woman, hostess, leader of taste, and model all at once. And in her
engagement with the mirror her pose suggests the presence of the
female consumer whose rapport with the desires and aspirations of the
designer was central to the success of the trade in the twentieth
century.10

It is almost impossible to disentangle the various strands which
contributed towards making Chanel the formidable influence she
undoubtedly became. Her turbulent life story and creative output have
attracted more attention than any other designer, yet we are no nearer
to pinning down the essence of her success. That perhaps is the key to
the longevity of her reputation. Behind the rigid mask, in her adapt-
ability and willingness to meet the challenges thrown up by a cultural
and commercial form marked out by its contingency and shifting defi-
nitions, Chanel allowed her own image to reflect the very irreducibility
of fashion culture. Building on the precedent of Worth and Poiret, the
history and myth of Chanel epitomize the limits and potential of
modern couture as monstrous publicity machine.

Several biographies aim to attribute Chanel’s distinctive signature
style to the extraordinary circumstances of her life.11 Thus her espousal
of apparent simplicity in dress and her adoption of fabrics and items
more usually associated with the demotic clothing choices of the
working class have been linked to her early experiences as the descen-
dant of rural peasant stock. She was born in Saumur in 1883 and raised,
after the death of her mother, first in an orphanage and then in a
convent. Her tendency to work against convention and prioritize the
comfort and self-worth of the wearer through the articulation of a
pared-down glamour has been interpreted as a reflection of her years,
around the turn of the century, as a café performer and professional
beauty, entertaining the officers in the garrison town of Moulins. Her
skill both in constructing wearable, basic, yet elegant costumes and in
merchandizing them as elements of a definable lifestyle is often traced
back to her training as a seamstress and her formative entrepreneurial
experiences in millinery. She designed and retailed an exclusive range
of items from her first hat shop, opened in 1910 in the rue Cambon,
Paris.
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The fairy-tale narrative continues after the First World War, re-
volving around horse-racing, sun-bathing, and beach-culture at Long-
champ, Deauville, and Biarritz, and financed by Chanel’s wealthy
English lover, Boy Capel. The modish leisure interests of this social
milieu have been cited as the inspiration for her experiments with tex-
tiles and construction techniques more usually associated with sport-
ing and holiday garments. Chanel used such serviceable materials and
relaxed patterns in the design of fashionable daywear for sophisticated
urban women, safe in her knowledge of their aspirational and practical
qualities. Later romantic liaisons with the impoverished Russian
emigré, the Grand Duke Dimitri Pavlovich, the Duke of Westminster,
and Poiret’s illustrator Paul Iribe, have similarly been used to account
for Chanel’s successive discovery and co-optation of faux jewellery,
classic English men’s tailoring, the flourishes of the Parisian avant-
garde, and Hollywood sophistication into her repertoire of design
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22 Coco Chanel
Costumes for Diaghilev’s Le
Train bleu, 1924
Though designed for a ballet,
these variations on the
bathing-suit, the tennis dress,
and the golfing outfit relate
closely to Chanel’s general
philosophy that functional
leisure clothes should form the
basis for modern fashionable
dressing.


